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What’s New in Version 5.6.3

1.

What’s New in Version 5.6.3

SimiGon is proud to announce the release of SIMbox version 5.6.3. SimiGon remains
committed to being leading-technology experts, driven by innovation and market demands.
We focus on our partners’ needs to provide solutions that are competitive and cost effective.
The new release includes many new features that are based on your valuable input and
feedback. Version 5.6.3 focuses on performance improvements by adding support for DirectX
11 rendering-engine features and multi-process IG solution. Version 5.6.3 also targets
simulation developers, improving the product SDK and providing new profiling and
diagnostics tools that will assist in creating stable and efficient content code. This version
provides many improvements for course-ware designers and new features in the Learning
and Training Management Systems.
SIMbox continues to stand out as the leading technology in major programs worldwide,
providing an all-encompassing out-of-the-box solution for your complete development and
training cycles. SIMbox version 5.6.3 highlights and improves our technology scalability,
extensibility and re-usability, enabling our partners to deploy their training content across
different platforms, from laptops to full flight simulators using various hardware
configurations.
We invested time and effort to improve product performance and stability by adding many
under-the-hood features and bug fixes.
We are always looking for means to improve our services and technology for our loyal
partners and customers. We would like to learn more about the business and technical
challenges you are facing so we can shape the new generation of our technology, focusing on
your future needs and implementing the required solutions.
I would like to take this opportunity and thank all our partners for using our technology and
products to revolutionize the training industry. Your partnership is the key for our success
and we will do everything we can to improve our technology in order to support your
challenges and continue to provide you with the best support possible. I am looking forward
to your feedback and to our next joint challenge.

Picho
VP, Research & Development
+1 (407) 362-7834 Ext. 540
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SIMbox Graphic Engine

2.

SIMbox Graphic Engine

2.1.

Support for DirectX 11

The graphics engine in SIMbox Version 5.6.3 adds support for DirectX 11. DirectX 11 is the
most advanced rendering Application Programming Interface (API) for Microsoft Windows
that enables the development of new and exciting graphic advances to SIMbox.
DirectX 9 remains the default rendering system in version 5.6.3 to support existing projects.
The DirectX 11 rendering system is a new option that can be selected in the graphic engine
settings.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 524.

2.1.1.

Texture Array Feature

The biggest performance improvement in the graphic engine is a feature called Texture
Arrays in the Terrain. The DirectX 11 Texture Arrays feature lowers the number of commands
sent to the GPU. When this feature is on - all triangles that share textures with the same
visual properties (transparency, blending, etc.) are rendered using a single command to the
GPU. Before this feature, a unique command was required for each unique texture. Given
that a terrain has many textures for the satellite imagery - the new Texture Array feature
reduces the number of commands to the GPU - thus reducing one of the main bottlenecks in
real-time graphics and improving the performance. The frame rate is improved by between
20% to 100% using the feature - depending on the number of textures in view.

2.1.2.

Instanced Viewports Feature

The Instanced Viewports feature improves the frame rate performance when two cameras
display different angles of the same location, as is common in a SIMbox simulation containing
several monitors.
This feature renders all the similar camera views using a single render loop in place of a
render loop per camera. The Instanced Viewports uses DirectX 11 features; the Texture
Arrays feature to render a texture array and the Geometry Shaders feature to select the
target slice of the texture array to render.
Once the feature is turned on and the cameras are selected to use the feature - each render
command is rendered simultaneously to slices of a texture array (an array of textures the size
of the cameras in the group using the feature). Some simulation effects are rendered once
per slice, for example, clouds and smoke effects. Cockpit instrument (AGI API) will be
rendered only on the slices or windows where they are visible. The Instanced Viewports
feature requires that the windows in an instanced viewport group should be the same size as all the slices of a texture array are in the same size.
This feature works best when used with the Texture Arrays in the Terrain feature because the
same graphic commands draw the terrain shared in all of the cameras. As texture arrays can't
be shared between GPUs - this feature works best with multiple monitors connected to a
single GPU. Our tests show a 5% to 25% increase in performance for 2-4 monitors displaying
cameras using the feature.
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2.1.3.

Render Cockpit View without Cockpit

The SIMbox graphics engine enhances the simulation by adding the ability to render a cockpit
view without rendering the cockpit itself. This is useful when working with a dome
configuration where the projection onto the dome itself should not show parts of the
cockpit, since the trainee is sitting in a mock cockpit.
Click on this image to play the video.

A Video Showing How to Hide the Cockpit
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 62.
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2.2.

Multi-Process

SIMbox version 5.6.3 introduces the new Multi-Process feature, to improve performance by
lowering CPU-bound bottlenecks. In most cases a single thread/process does not use the
Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) capabilities to the full. Multi-process is used to maximize GPU
utilization by distributing CPU utilization over many cores.
During initialization the SIMbox Graphic Engine (GE) checks if two or more graphic cards are
present in the system and are actively connected to an output (channel). If this condition is
met, the GE creates a process for each graphic card in the system. Windows are then
rendered by the process related to the graphic card driving the monitor.
When Multi-Process is enabled (the system default), the Graphic Engine creates a process for
each active graphic card or monitor, depending on the configuration. There are four
configurations for Multi-Process:





Default - a process is created for each graphic card if multiple active graphic cards are
found - this is the Automated Multi-Process.
Per adapter - a process is created for each graphic card.
Per monitor - a process is created for each monitor.
Disabled - override the default graphic engine behavior by completely disabling this
feature.

Multi-Process uses the dedicated GPU memory to significantly improve screen performance
when there is more than one active monitor in the simulation.
This feature works on Direct3D9/Direct3DEx/Direct3D11, but not if Flip Mode is enabled or if
the system is set to Exclusive Mode.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 507.

2.3.

Change in Scalable SDK Configuration

SIMbox version 5.6.3 adds a new extension called SMG_ScalableSDKConfiguration to the
SIMbox Toolkit. SIMbox provides a licensed Scalable Display Technologies SDK to
automatically correct camera distortion and align images from multiple projectors in a dome
display.
NOTE This is a breaking change as the previous version of SIMbox hard coded the Scalable
SDK to load if the configuration file existed.
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3.

SIMbox Simulation

3.1.

Atmosphere Tab

Version 5.6.3 adds an Atmosphere tab in the Environment Settings to define the atmospheric
conditions for the scenario. The atmospheric conditions are the air temperature, air pressure
and air density from sea level up to an altitude of 20000m, in intervals of 1000m. These
values are available to developers at runtime using global attributes.

Selecting the Standard US Atmosphere Table
Atmospheric values can be based on the Standard US atmosphere table with sea level
temperature and pressure offsets, or based on an external CSV file (Use File) that defines the
conditions at every altitude.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 147.

3.2.

VOIP Radio Allows Step-On Logic

This version extends Voice over IP (VoIP) radio communication with the addition of a Step On
Transmission mode. A person can interrupt (Step On) an existing transmission and take over
the channel. This mode is controlled by a global property set on the machine where the
session is initiated by either the Create or Instructor buttons.
The default transmit mode is to Block New Transmissions on Channel if Already
Transmitting - the person transmitting on the channel will not be interrupted until they
release the Press-To-Talk (PTT) button. Only then can someone else transmit on that channel.
This default setting maintains backward compatibility.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 160.
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3.3. Ability to Export the Simulation Input Commands
to a CSV File
The version provides new ability to export the Simulation Input Commands to a CommaSeparated Values (CSV) file.

For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 91.

3.4.

Ability to Change the Bounding Box at Runtime

Version 5.6.3 provides the ability to change the bounding box in the cockpit camera at
runtime during simulation. The main use would be to update the bounding box dynamically
using simulation events; for example, if you have a multi-station entity (rear/front seat) you
could have each station set up the bounding box according to the position during startup.
Another use can be a console which has limited movement, or extensions such as an open
canopy.

3.5. Change Base Content to Folders for Easier SIMCO
Inheritances
Version 5.6.3 converts some base-content objects to folders so that SIMCOs can inherit
content instead of having to duplicate the content before use. This will ease the way updates
are delivered with the product versions.
SimiGon will always make changes at the folder level, and not at the object level.
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3.6.

Uncontrolled Aircraft Waypoint Type Behavior

Version 5.6.3 introduces new waypoint functionality for uncontrolled aircraft. You can define
the action of the aircraft when it arrives at a waypoint. The supported action types are:
Parking, Taxi, Takeoff, Navigate, Hold and Landing.
 Taxi – The aircraft will taxi to the waypoint. The aircraft should be on ground when
reaching the waypoint.
 Takeoff – The aircraft will start to takeoff when reaching a Takeoff waypoint, in the
direction of the next waypoint. The aircraft should be on the ground when reaching the
waypoint.
 Navigate – (default) the aircraft will fly to the waypoint at the defined speed and altitude.
 Hold – the aircraft will circle around the waypoint at the defined speed and altitude. The
aircraft will not proceed to the next waypoint unless prompted by an agent (or code) to
do so.
 Landing – when the next waypoint is Landing the aircraft will try to land at the waypoint
position, in the direction to the next waypoint.
 Parking – the aircraft will stop at the waypoint position (on ground). The aircraft will not
proceed to the next waypoint unless prompted by an agent (or code) to do so.

The Route Editor Showing the Type Property for a Waypoint
For more info, see the Scenario Editor User Guide, page 104.
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4.

SIMbox Toolkit

4.1.

Agent Editor

4.1.1.

Ability to Monitor Global Objectives and Local Parameters

The version enhances and extends the debugging options for the Instructional System
Designer (ISD). Previously you could only add tokens to the Monitor from the Monitor itself.
The ISD now has a new way to add tokens to the monitor. The ability to add Global
Objectives/Local Parameters to the monitor - important since the previous version removed
the only way the ISD had to monitor them. Global Objectives/Local Parameters are added
from the Monitor pane itself, using the tree on the left side.
Click this image to play the video.

Adding Global Objectives and Local Parameters from the Tree
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 108.
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4.1.2.

Ability to Add Tokens from the Agent

The Instructional System Designer (ISD) has the ability to add tokens to the monitor from the
Agent Editor - this includes Attributes, Properties, Events, Objectives and Parameters. You
can add a specific token or a complete step/phase using the context menu.

Adding Multiple Agent Tokens to the Monitor
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 104.

4.1.3.

Ability to Monitor Active Parameters from Agent

The version adds a new Auto tab to the Monitor that displays the parameters from the
current active phase of the agent when the Agent Parameters - Auto Monitor is switched on
in the Monitor. Parameters are removed from the Auto tab when the next phase in the agent
becomes active, or after the last phase is finished.

The Monitor Auto Tab Showing the Active Parameters in the Current Phase of the Agent
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 104.
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4.1.4.

Ability to Resize or Move Existing Focal Points

The version adds ability to move or resize an existing focal point in the Instructor Station and
in the Agent Editor. Up to now, if you made a mistake with the focal point, you had to remove
it and add a new focal point. This version lets you edit the focal point to make changes to it.
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 73.

4.1.5.

Compare Attribute Values in a VI Condition

The version adds new ability to compare attributes in a Virtual Instructor (VI) condition. This
feature reduces work and speeds up VI processing over the previous versions that forced you
to store an attribute in a local parameter.

Attributes Being Compared in the Set Attribute Orientation Dialog in the Agent Editor
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 53.
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4.1.6.

Expand All/Collapse All in the Agent Tree

This version introduces the ability to Expand All or Collapse All phases inside an agent in the
Agent Editor. Right-click in the agent pane and select the appropriate option from the local
menu. Collapse All will show only the phases in the agent. Expand All expands all phases in
the agent down to the Instructions level.

The Agent Showing the Local Menu Options to Expand or Collapse All Phases
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 30.

4.1.7.

Ability to Move/Copy Multiple Items in the Agent Tree

New ability to select multiple items within the Agent Editor tree, and to Drag, Copy or Paste
the items to another location in the tree.
For more info, see the Agent Editor User Guide, page 30.
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4.1.8.

Ability to Get Trainee Name from Global Attribute

The version adds the ability to get the LMS trainee details (First and Last Name) from a
simulation token.

The Trainee First and Last Name Attributes Displayed in the Monitor
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4.2.

Console Editor

4.2.1.

Ability to Move Camera on the Axis for Easy Preset Views

Version 5.6.3 introduces the ability to move the camera in Console Editor, making it easier to
set preset views using the option to move the camera along the X (right/left), Y (zoom in/out)
and Z (up/down) axes of the cockpit. This is done using the Shift key with the keys on the
numeric keypad.
In the previous version, you had to manually enter the values for the X, Y and Z positions, and
then validate that the positions were correct. Previously you could only turn the camera.
Now you can also move the camera location along an axis.
Click this image to play the video.

Defining a New Camera Movement in the Console Editor
For more info, see the Console Editor User Guide, page 14.
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4.3.

SDK

4.3.1.

Leak Detection Tool for Developers

The Leak Detector included in the version 5.6.3 SIMbox Software Development Kit (SDK)
installation is a powerful tool for identifying memory leaks. This tool reports all memory
allocations that are not released, to help you to pinpoint the source of an issue down to a line
of component code.
The Memory Leak Detector tool has three modes: run it when the simulation starts running,
run it on demand from the Simulation menu, or enable it from the component code.
The image below shows a simulation with the Memory Tracker menu where the memory leak
detector tool is enabled in Start/Stop menu mode.

The Simulation Session Showing the Memory Tracker Menu Option
This image below shows the report in a SimiGon Report Viewer taken from a simulation run in debug
mode with only the symbols of the extension with the leak:

The SimiGon Report Viewer Showing Only the Symbol with the Leak in Debug Mode

For more info, see the SIMbox Toolkit User Guide, page 169.
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4.3.2.

New Profiling Tools

This version adds a new Frame Profiler to the simulation tools. The frame profiler allows the
developer to measure the execution time of every method in his modules, to effectively
detect inefficient coding and performance bottlenecks. The frame profiler lets you ‘look
inside’ the module to analyze the execution time for the different methods.
The profiler can be run in various modes - depending on which data you require. Modes are
All Frames, Longest Frame, Frame Rate Threshold, Stop/Start Menu and Loading Time.
The profiler creates a report in which the execution time of every method is described
absolutely, as well as part of the total simulation frame time.

The Frame Profiler Report Showing Threads

For more info, see the SIMbox Toolkit User Guide, page 157.
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4.3.3.

Accessing SIMbox Tokens Via Index

You can boost the performance of SIMbox components by accessing tokens using their index
rather than their names as the SIMbox Code generator does by default. When you select to
access a token by index, code is automatically generated to retrieve the token index during
the component initialization and store it for future reference. This is in addition to the
GET_ENTITY_ATT() macro generated that uses the index.
Select tokens by index from the context-menu as you use the wizard:

The KnowBook Wizard Showing the Context Menu
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These tokens are also available via the KnowBook Wizard menu, and appear in the Token
Indices tab. The developer can use this tab to delete tokens or explicitly add tokens.

The KnowBook Wizard Showing the Token Indices
For more info, see the SIMbox Toolkit User Guide, page 39.

4.3.4.

Configuring SIMbox Tokens from Code

SIMbox provides additional options to configure tokens in code. The SIMbox wizard Edit
Attribute dialog allows you to set the Record Rate and DMT options for attributes. The new
values will display in the wizard.

The KnowBook Wizard Showing the Attribute Values
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When the component is analyzed, the attribute can be viewed in the SIMbox Toolkit with the
options set as they are in the code.

The SIMbox Toolkit Showing the Attribute Values
In the same way it is possible to set the Display Name and Scenario Editor visibility values for
properties.

Visibility Values for Properties
For more info, see the SIMbox Toolkit User Guide, page 37.
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4.3.5.

New API for Extending the Session File (SSE)

The version adds a new Application Program Interface (API) that enables extensions to store
and retrieve session-level global property values. The previous process of extending the
scenario file (SSE) was cumbersome and involved extending the schema and parsing XML
data.
The new event-based simulation API simplifies the process and provides a complete and
coherent extension life cycle, from design-time to runtime. The API allows users to set values
in global properties that will be saved in the scenario file. The saved global properties values
are then used in runtime.
This is extremely useful for extensions that need persisting design-time data for runtime use
such as extensions which present a rich design time user interface and a runtime logic and/or
user interface.
For more info, see the Scenario Editor User Guide, page 119.

4.3.6.

Enable Choosing the NavAids DB

SIMbox uses a global NavAids database to create airfields and navigational aids such as DME,
VOR, ILS and more. The version provides this database but since different projects require
updating this data, it is sometimes required to use a secondary database. The new version
adds the ability to designate the database location and allow for enhanced flexibility for your
deployment and configuration needs.
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5.

Management Systems

5.1.

Learning Management System (LMS)

5.1.1.

System Information

Version 5.6.3 adds a generic tool that shows System Information for SIMbox. This tool is
available from both the LMS (Help\About KnowBook menu) and the Start Menu (standalone
tool). The System Information pane displays the version numbers of the products and
content packages installed on the computer.

The System Information Showing the Installed Products and Content Packages
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 77.

5.1.2.

Ability to Export/Import Accounts (Groups/Users) Using CSV File

The LMS in version 5.6.3 adds the ability to export and import users and user-groups. Export
a group and all users and hierarchy is exported with the group. You can select one or more
users and export them together. The users and groups are exported to a Comma Separated
Values (CSV) file. Use the CSV file to perform batch imports of users from Active Directory or
other data sources.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 371.
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5.1.3.

Improved User Permissions Tab Logic

Version 5.6.3 improves the functionality of the Permissions tab (User Properties) by adding a
new Effective Permissions column. In previous versions you had to manually review all
groups yourself to figure out the effective permissions.
The Effective Permissions column shows a summary of the permissions the user has inherited
(from the group(s) the user belongs to) and the permissions assigned directly to the user. The
Effective Permissions column uses marks and icons to convey the effective permission for
each row.

The User Permissions Showing the New Effective Column
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 354.
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5.1.4.

Ability for Students to Provide Course Feedback

Version 5.6.3 adds the ability for students to provide feedback regarding the course (without
requiring the feedback form be published to the student). A feedback form defined as 'Open
for All Users' allows any student to use the feedback form to provide feedback.
In addition, the student has the option to submit their feedback anonymously. Feedbacks
submitted using this option appear in the General Activity Feedbacks report, with the author
of the feedback showing as 'Anonymous' in the Feedback Provider column of the report.

The Feedback Form with the Submit Anonymously Check Box
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 169.

5.1.5.

Ability to Perform CMS Operations on Subjects

This version improves efficiency with the ability to perform Content Management System
(CMS) operations on subjects in the Knowledge Center. Perform multiple Check-in, Check-out
or Undo Pending Changes through the context menu on all items in the Subject Tree. In
previous versions you had to perform these functions on one subject at a time.
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 263.

5.1.6.

Ability to Show/Hide Activity Tree in Sequence

A new feature in version 5.6.3 is the ability to completely hide the Activity Tree pane in
sequences. In previous versions, the trainee could unpin the pane to Hide this pane.
Administrators can use the WebAccess Settings to define the default visibility for sequences
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that do not explicitly set visibility in order to avoid the need to edit each sequence (checkout/update/check-in) in order to hide the pane for all existing sequences.

A Student View of a Sequence Showing the Activity Tree
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 305.
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5.1.7.

Ability to Mark Items/Clusters in Sequence as Optional

This version provides the course developer the option to mark items and clusters in the
sequence as optional, giving the trainee the option to skip the item or cluster and complete
the sequence without it. The sequence can be marked as completed when the trainee
completes everything except the optional item.

The Sequence Diagram Showing Item1 as Optional and Item2 as Compulsory
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 301.
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5.1.8.

Link Progress and Feedback Report

The Users and Objectives and the Users and Items reports now include a link to the feedback
reports from both table and chart views. The Linked Report column contains feedback
reports that are linked to the report. If the Linked Report is at the top of hierarchy, the
feedback report will include all sections.

The Linked Feedback Report at the Top of the Report Hierarchy
If the Linked Report is at the bottom of hierarchy, then a feedback report will be per each
section.

The Linked Feedback Report at the Bottom of the Report Hierarchy
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, pages 211 and 216.
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Management Systems

5.2.

Training Management System (TMS)

5.2.1.

Improved Integrity Alerts for Course Creation

Version 5.6.3 provides the course-ware author with warnings of mismatched domains at the
time the course is being created. A warning details the course activities that are inaccessible
to a selected user or group, because that user or group does not belong to the domain that
contains the course activity.

The Course Domain Mismatch Warning Message
The Show Details button displays the following lists:



Users / Groups - Click on a user or group in this list to populate the Inaccessible Activities
with a list of inaccessible activities for the selected user or group.
Inaccessible Activities - This list shows the activities that are inaccessible to a user or
group selected in the User / Groups list. The name of the user or group is added to the
heading of Inaccessible Activities list.

The Course Domain Mismatch Warning Message Showing Details
For more info, see the KnowBook User Guide, page 452.
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